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Thoughts from the journey – Iain Fulton
For the last 22 years I have taken the train to work each day. It’s
a 25 minute journey south along the East coast of Scotland and
across the iconic Forth Bridge to Edinburgh. The 25 minute trip
gives me and my fellow commuters’ time to prepare for the day
ahead and a valuable chance to decompress on the way home.
Many books and news stories have been read, countless songs
enjoyed, an untold amount of email dealt with, many articles
written (including this one) and more recently several movies
and drama series have been viewed online. Despite all this, it
has often been the conversations I have had with the people
along the way which I have found most helpful when it has
come to making investment decisions. Resourceful people who
are tapping into economic trends are all around us, sometimes
we just have to listen. This article aims to tell some of their
stories and how apparently chance encounters can help
generate investment ideas.

The Big Picture
Clearly when investing, the big picture is important. In the 22
years spent travelling back and forth there have been many
significant economic developments. The 1990s technology
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boom turned to bust, interest rates rose and then they fell. The
train kept going. The resultant low interest rate environment in
the 2000s combined with financial innovation gave rise to
commodity and housing booms around the world and an
ensuing global financial crisis as high debt levels turned sour.
The internet giants of today were born. Interest rates rose, then
they fell (below zero) and central banks printed money on a
massive scale. The train kept going.
If we have been in something of a financial ‘upside down’ for
the last 10 years or so with negative interest rates and hugely
accommodative monetary conditions, what have been the
effects and what might lie ahead? For one thing, my train will
keep going and I’d like to be on it so it’s important to get a feel
for where we are in the big picture and what’s coming next.
Where are we now? Firstly, asset prices have risen dramatically.
Whether it’s equities; bonds; property; classic cars; racing
pigeons; (yes racing pigeons - an enthusiast from China recently
paid almost $500k for a Belgian racing pigeon called Nadine) or
works of art; the price of assets all across the spectrum of risk
have gone up. Second, the animal spirits so depressed by the
financial crisis have largely been restored as businesses reinvest
and consumers do what they do best - consume. Third, there
are some slightly worrying signs of excess. Capital has been
arguably too cheap for too long and at least some of this is
being channeled into ventures with highly uncertain outcomes.
My train journey for the last 22 years has itself been a form of
mobility as a service. I pay a monthly or annual subscription to
receive the largely autonomous service of a very pleasant train
journey to and from my place of work. Indeed, the rail
infrastructure my train runs on and the fine 19th century feat of
engineering it rattles across each day are themselves the
product of speculative boom in railways from that era. The
grandeur and legacy of that bridge far outweigh the economic
benefit to those that constructed it and the investors who
financed it. This was obviously an era of great progress but one
which saw many bankruptcies and initial investors in many
railroad companies around the world almost entirely wiped out.
We should take note of history as it so often gives us a clue to
what might happen next. Bankruptcies are on the rise again. As
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the boom of investment in speculative ventures such as
mobility as a service takes hold (just as the boom in investment
in internet infrastructure in the 1990s did and rail infrastructure
in the 1800s also), we should be careful to invest in businesses
where we understand what the future profitability and cash
flows might look like. The true beneficiaries of railroads were
the towns and cities they connected as well as the consumers
and businesses who made use of them in the centuries that
followed. Likewise, the main beneficiaries of the internet
infrastructure boom of the 1990s were the consumers who
gained access to cheap data and the internet companies who
made business models to take advantage of it. We need to look
out for the signs that this might happen again.
Facebook and the conversation about vodka…
Rock concerts are frequently held in Edinburgh’s Murrayfield
stadium. It’s a great venue for live entertainment and proves
very popular with concert goers young and old. Travelling
home one Friday evening in 2014, myself and a fellow
passenger observed a group of young adults heading for a
night out at a concert. As is typical, they were having a few
drinks before they got there but what struck us was the range
of brands they were drinking. These were premium craft
products and a far cry from the basic hooch myself and my
fellow passenger remembered consuming when we were
younger. It turned out my fellow commuter worked in
advertising and he had a theory that there was a natural
tendency for brands to skip a generation. He said ‘What’s cool
for your parents is almost certainly not cool for the generation
that follows. There is a natural desire to rebel or at least do
something a little different’.

were both around $5bn. Capital expenditures were around
$1.8bn at that time. The ensuing growth in revenue, profit and
cash flow were dramatic as advertising budgets moved in
favour of the on line platform. By the end of 2017, revenues had
reached $40.6bn while operating profit and free cash flow
reached $20bn and $17bn respectively. Despite adding nearly
$30bn in revenue and quadrupling profits and cash flow, capital
expenditures had gone up at a slower rate as they reached
$6.7bn last year. Investors were rewarded for such profitable
growth with a rise in share price from $78 to $190 in just 36
months.
Today, the picture has changed somewhat. Advertisers are
becoming more experienced with what works and what doesn’t
on social media and the recent data security issues have caused
users to become more wary of how they share information.
Regulators are naturally taking notice after such highly
profitable growth and Facebook are rightly set to spend
aggressively on capital outlays to improve data integrity and
users information security. Capital expenditures are forecast by
the company to reach at least $16bn and on top of this, the
company are investing heavily in content to compete with on
line video services. This is all necessary investment to sustain
the long term future of the franchise but in the near term,
further market share gains are likely to come with lower margins
and a lower cash flow return on investment. Such a
deterioration in cash flow returns usually means a similar
direction for the share price so we chose to watch from the
sidelines and sold our shares in January 2018.
Facebook Class A – Price Relative to MSCI AC World
250

The part that struck us from an investment point of view though
was that all of the $50m was to be spent on a combination of
online video and social media. By 2014, my daily commute had
already shown me that people were spending an extraordinary
amount of time engaged with social media and watching
YouTube but the meeting with Diageo revealed that advertising
budgets were only beginning to catch up with where the
audience were. We met with Facebook’s CFO in December 2014
and reviewed their proposition to advertisers. It seemed to us
that Facebook had a large opportunity for market share gain
with very limited cost to the business as all the content on the
platform was free and generated by its users.
The ensuing three years were an exciting ride. People kept
using the social media platform (be it Instagram or Facebook) in
greater numbers and for longer periods of time while the
company’s results proved that advertisers were shifting
budgets dramatically. The cash flows and profitability from the
business were substantial and grew rapidly. In 2014, Facebook
had revenue of $12.5bn and operating profit and free cash flow
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I didn’t think too much of it until 2 months later when I had to
take a meeting with the CEO of Diageo – the global spirits and
beer company. The company’s Smirnoff vodka brand was
losing market share in the US to premium craft offerings and at
12% of total company sales this was a serious drag on the
performance of the business. I put the commuter’s theory to
the CEO. He agreed and the CEO told me that Diageo had just
launched a $50m campaign in the US to increase engagement
with younger adult consumers. My friend was right.
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Source FactSet, 18 April 2018

Messages from the attic – Will Low
The picture is also changing before our eyes regarding the
appropriate use of debt to finance a business. Low interest rates
are now the accepted norm and as we highlighted earlier this
has not been the case throughout history. Indeed one of the
team was recently clearing out his attic at home from detritus
left by the previous owner. Amongst this were some old
newspapers from the 1970's, with both the headlines and
business sections highlighting why we refer to investment
cycles.
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businesses we invest in. In this regard we would highlight the
importance of the quality of balance sheets. It will become
increasingly important that cashflow is not being used to
service higher interest charges on debt. The maturity of existing
debt will become more relevant. Receivables should be
watched closely to ensure revenue is not being sustained by
more generous credit terms for customers.
In simple terms, strong balance sheets will become an
important differentiator in the coming years. Versus the index
our portfolios exhibit notably lower leverage, with over a
quarter of holdings having net cash. More importantly we
expect all our holdings in the future to deliver returns above the
cost of capital, and hence typically able to fund their future
growth through internally generated funds.

Summary

The Scotsman November 19th 1974:
UK Bond Yield:

16.70%

Index Dividend Yield:

11.16%

Bond yields and equity market valuations (in the case of the UK
market) in 1974 clearly reflect a different and distinctly more
inflationary environment. We are not suggesting that this is
where we will end up, but rather as a reminder that the cost of
capital environment we are experiencing currently is very
forgiving by historical standards. Whatever beckons as a result
of geopolitics or from the next stage of monetary
experimentation (quantitative tightening), we should be
considering the impact of a higher cost of capital. Indeed the
rise in LIBOR rates would suggest that for US$ borrowers the
cost of borrowing is rising much faster than benchmark rates
suggest.

Meantime, we’ll keep getting the train to work and listening out
for clues as to what we should do next. Right now we’re looking
at the ongoing rise in global coffee consumption and how we
might invest in this trend. The resourcefulness of a recently laid
off industrial worker in Fife who started an independent coffee
outlet with his wife – operating from a disused cupboard in the
train station where my journey begins – tells its own story of
how necessity can be the mother of invention. The couple tell
me they have never been happier as they profit from their hard
work and the global growth in premium coffee consumption.
The future cash flows and returns for that industry globally
seem to be fairly secure despite it being an industry that may be
a little out of fashion with investors right now.
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Source FactSet, 18 April 2018. ICE LIBOR - USD 3 Month - Price

As stock pickers we are particularly focused on the impact these
trends can have on the free cash flows and growth of the
en.nikkoam.com
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Portfolio positioning
The table below highlights our Global Equity Strategy holdings as of the end of March 2018.

Consumer Discretionary
Amazon.com Inc.
Sony Corporation
Li Ning Company Limited
Consumer Staples
Estee Lauder Companies Inc. Class A
Treasury Wine Estates Limited
Philip Morris International Inc.
Davide Campari-Milano S.p.A

Portfolio
Weight
9.3
4.2
2.6
2.5
9.0
2.7
2.3
2.0
2.0

Financials
Progressive Corporation
SVB Financial Group
Housing Development Finance Corp Ltd
Huntington Bancshares Inc.
AIA Group Limited
Prudential Plc
KeyCorp

16.7
3.6
2.6
2.5
2.3
2.2
1.8
1.6

Health Care
LivaNova Plc
ResMed Inc.
Sinopharm Group Co., Ltd. Class H
Royal Philips
Anthem Inc.
ICON Plc
Laboratory Corporation of America
Celgene Corporation
Shire PLC

21.1
4.1
2.7
2.4
2.4
2.1
2.1
2.0
1.8
1.5

Utilities

0.0

Industrials
TransUnion
Schneider Electric SE
Verisk Analytics Inc
Healthcare Services Group Inc.
Weir Group PLC
Ryanair Holdings Plc

Portfolio
Weight
12.9
3.0
2.1
2.0
2.0
1.9
1.9

Information Technology
Microsoft Corporation
Tencent Holdings Limited
Red Hat Inc
Keyence Corporation
Accenture Plc Class A
Dolby Laboratories Inc Class A

17.7
5.1
3.0
2.9
2.6
2.4
1.8

Materials
Johnson Matthey Plc
Summit Materials Inc Class A
CRH Plc

6.2
2.2
2.1
1.9

Real Estate
American Tower Corporation
Ichigo Inc.

4.9
2.7
2.2

Telecommunication Services

0.0

Energy

0.0

[Cash]

2.3

The holdings shown above are based on a representative account managed by the investment team. Reference to individual stocks does not guarantee their
continued inclusion in the portfolios managed by the team. Any references to particular securities are for illustrative purposes only and are as at the date of
publication of this material. This is not a recommendation in relation to any named securities and no warranty or guarantee is provided.
Source: Nikko AM, FactSet as at 31 March 2018

Global Equity Strategy Composite Performance to Q1 2018
Nikko Gross Annualised Returns (USD) %

1 year

2 years

3 years

Since Inception

Global Equity Strategy Composite

24.27

18.32

11.50

12.54

All Countries World Index*

14.85

14.94

8.18

7.83

Excess Return

9.42

3.37

3.31

4.71
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SWIP Gross Annualised Returns (USD) %

1 year

2 years

3 years

Global Equity Strategy Composite

21.81

18.25

12.39

MSCI World Index

19.07

15.41

10.23

Excess Return

2.74

2.84

2.16

*The track record for SWIP is based on a composite portfolio managed by the investment team whilst at SWIP from 31 March 2011 to 31 March 2014. The team
was subsequently acquired by Nikko AM in August 2014. The benchmark for this composite was the MSCI World Index.

The track record for Nikko AM portfolio is based on a composite portfolio from 01 October 2014 to 31 March 2018. The benchmark for this composite is MSCI AC
World Index. The benchmark was previously the MSCI All Countries World Index ex AU since inception of the composite to 31 March 2016. Returns are US Dollar
based and are calculated gross of advisory and management fees, custodial fees and withholding taxes, but are net of transaction costs and include reinvestment
of dividends and interest.
Source: Nikko AM, FactSet, Bloomberg

Nikko AM Global Equity: Capability profile and available funds (as at 31 March 2018)
Available strategies

Global ACWI, Global EAFE, Global ex specific country, Sharia, Dividend

Available vehicles

UCITS-SICAV, Country domiciled mutual funds, unit trusts, investment trusts and segregated accounts

Key Features of Global ACWI

Guidelines

Investment Objective

+3% vs MSCI AC World

No. holdings

40

40-50

Active share

94%

90-95%

Cash

2.3%

0-3%

This is provided as supplementary information to the performance reports prepared and presented in compliance with the Global Investment Performance
Standards (GIPS®). Nikko AM Representative Global Equity account. Past performance is not indicative of future performance. Source: Nikko AM, FactSet.
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Nikko AM Global Equity Team
This Edinburgh based team provides solutions for clients seeking global exposure. Their unique approach, a combination of
Experience, Future Quality and Execution, means they’re continually ‘joining the dots’, across geographies, sectors and companies,
to find the opportunities that others simply don’t see.

Experience
Our six portfolio managers/analysts have an average of 20 years’ industry experience and have worked together as a Global Equity
team for over six years. The team’s deliberate flat structure fosters individual accountability and collective responsibility. It is
designed to take advantage of the diversity of backgrounds and areas of specialisation to ensure the team can find the investment
opportunities others don’t.

Future Quality
The team’s philosophy is based on the belief that investing in a portfolio of ‘Future Quality’ companies will lead to outperformance
over the long term. They define ‘Future Quality’ as a business that can generate sustained growth in cash flow and improving
returns on investment. They believe the rewards are greatest where these qualities are sustainable and the valuation is attractive.
This concept underpins everything the team does.

Execution
Effective execution is essential to fully harness Future Quality ideas in portfolios. We combine a differentiated process with a highly
collaborative culture to achieve our goal: high conviction portfolios delivering the best outcome for clients.
It is this combination of extensive experience, Future Quality style and effective execution that offers a compelling and
differentiated outcome for our clients.

About Nikko Asset Management
With US$ 220 billion (23.44 trillion yen)* under management, Nikko Asset Management is one of Asia’s largest asset managers,
providing high-conviction, active fund management across a range of Equity, Fixed Income, Multi-Asset and Alternative strategies.
In addition, its complementary range of passive strategies covers more than 20 indices and includes some of Asia’s largest
exchange-traded funds (ETFs).
*Consolidated assets under management and sub-advisory of Nikko Asset Management and its subsidiaries as of 31 March 2018.
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Risks
Emerging markets risk - the risk arising from political and institutional factors which make investments in emerging markets less liquid
and subject to potential difficulties in dealing, settlement, accounting and custody.
Currency risk - this exists when the strategy invests in assets denominated in a different currency. A devaluation of the asset's currency
relative to the currency of the Sub-Fund will lead to a reduction in the value of the strategy.
Operational risk - due to issues such as natural disasters, technical problems and fraud.
Liquidity risk - investments that could have a lower level of liquidity due to (extreme) market conditions or issuer-specific factors and or
large redemptions of shareholders. Liquidity risk is the risk that a position in the portfolio cannot be sold, liquidated or closed at limited
cost in an adequately short time frame as required to meet liabilities of the Strategy.

Important Information
This document is prepared by Nikko Asset Management Co., Ltd. and/or its affiliates (Nikko AM) and is for distribution only under such circumstances as
may be permitted by applicable laws. This document does not constitute investment advice or a personal recommendation and it does not consider in any
way the suitability or appropriateness of the subject matter for the individual circumstances of any recipient.
This document is for information purposes only and is not intended to be an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell any investments or participate
in any trading strategy. Moreover, the information in this material will not affect Nikko AM’s investment strategy in any way. The information and opinions
in this document have been derived from or reached from sources believed in good faith to be reliable but have not been independently verified. Nikko
AM makes no guarantee, representation or warranty, express or implied, and accepts no responsibility or liability for the accuracy or completeness of this
document. No reliance should be placed on any assumptions, forecasts, projections, estimates or prospects contained within this document. This document
should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment. Opinions stated in this document may change without notice.
In any investment, past performance is neither an indication nor guarantee of future performance and a loss of capital may occur. Estimates of future
performance are based on assumptions that may not be realised. Investors should be able to withstand the loss of any principal investment. The mention
of individual stocks, sectors, regions or countries within this document does not imply a recommendation to buy or sell.
Nikko AM accepts no liability whatsoever for any loss or damage of any kind arising out of the use of all or any part of this document, provided that nothing
herein excludes or restricts any liability of Nikko AM under applicable regulatory rules or requirements.
All information contained in this document is solely for the attention and use of the intended recipients. Any use beyond that intended by Nikko AM is
strictly prohibited.
Japan: The information contained in this document pertaining specifically to the investment products is not directed at persons in Japan nor is it intended
for distribution to persons in Japan. Registration Number: Director of the Kanto Local Finance Bureau (Financial Instruments firms) No. 368 Member
Associations: The Investment Trusts Association, Japan/Japan Investment Advisers Association/Japan Securities Dealers Association.
United Kingdom and rest of Europe: This document constitutes a financial promotion for the purposes of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as
amended) (FSMA) and the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority (the FCA) in the United Kingdom (the FCA Rules).
This document is communicated by Nikko Asset Management Europe Ltd, which is authorised and regulated in the United Kingdom by the FCA (122084).
It is directed only at (a) investment professionals falling within article 19 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotions) Order 2005,
(as amended) (the Order) (b) certain high net worth entities within the meaning of article 49 of the Order and (c) persons to whom this document may
otherwise lawfully be communicated (all such persons being referred to as relevant persons) and is only available to such persons and any investment
activity to which it relates will only be engaged in with such persons.
United States: This document is for information purposes only and is not intended to be an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell any investments.
This document should not be regarded as investment advice. This document may not be duplicated, quoted, discussed or otherwise shared without prior
consent. Any offering or distribution of a Fund in the United States may only be conducted via a licensed and registered broker-dealer or a duly qualified
entity. Nikko Asset Management Americas, Inc. is a United States Registered Investment Adviser.
Singapore: This document is for information only with no consideration given to the specific investment objective, financial situation and particular needs
of any specific person. You should seek advice from a financial adviser before making any investment. In the event that you choose not to do so, you should
consider whether the investment selected is suitable for you. Nikko Asset Management Asia Limited is a regulated entity in Singapore.
Hong Kong: This document is for information only with no consideration given to the specific investment objective, financial situation and particular needs
of any specific person. You should seek advice from a financial adviser before making any investment. In the event that you choose not to do so, you should
consider whether the investment selected is suitable for you. The contents of this document have not been reviewed by the Securities and Futures
Commission or any regulatory authority in Hong Kong. Nikko Asset Management Hong Kong Limited is a licensed corporation in Hong Kong.
Australia: Nikko AM Limited ABN 99 003 376 252 (Nikko AM Australia) is responsible for the distribution of this information in Australia. Nikko AM
Australia holds Australian Financial Services Licence No. 237563 and is part of the Nikko AM Group. This material and any offer to provide financial services
are for information purposes only. This material does not take into account the objectives, financial situation or needs of any individual and is not intended
to constitute personal advice, nor can it be relied upon as such. This material is intended for, and can only be provided and made available to, persons who
are regarded as Wholesale Clients for the purposes of section 761G of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) and must not be made available or passed on to
persons who are regarded as Retail Clients for the purposes of this Act. If you are in any doubt about any of the contents, you should obtain independent
professional advice.
New Zealand: Nikko Asset Management New Zealand Limited (Company No. 606057, FSP22562) is the licensed Investment Manager of Nikko AM NZ
Investment Scheme and the Nikko AM NZ Wholesale Investment Scheme.
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This material is for the use of researchers, financial advisers and wholesale investors (in accordance with Schedule 1, Clause 3 of the Financial Markets
Conduct Act 2013 in New Zealand). This material has been prepared without taking into account a potential investor’s objectives, financial situation or
needs and is not intended to constitute personal financial advice, and must not be relied on as such. Recipients of this material, who are not wholesale
investors, or the named client, or their duly appointed agent should consult an Authorised Financial Adviser and the relevant Product Disclosure Statement
or Fund Fact Sheet (available on our websitewww.nikkoam.co.nz).
Kingdom of Bahrain: The document has not been approved by the Central Bank of Bahrain which takes no responsibility for its contents. No offer to the
public to purchase the Strategy will be made in the Kingdom of Bahrain and this document is intended to be read by the addressee only and must not be
passed to, issued to, or shown to the public generally.
Kuwait: This document is not for general circulation to the public in Kuwait. The Strategy has not been licensed for offering in Kuwait by the Kuwaiti Capital
Markets Authority or any other relevant Kuwaiti government agency. The offering of the Strategy in Kuwait on the basis a private placement or public
offering is, therefore, restricted in accordance with Decree Law No. 7 of 2010 and the bylaws thereto (as amended). No private or public offering of the
Strategy is being made in Kuwait, and no agreement relating to the sale of the Strategy will be concluded in Kuwait. No marketing or solicitation or
inducement activities are being used to offer or market the Strategy in Kuwait.
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia: This document is communicated by Nikko Asset Management Europe Ltd (Nikko AME), which is authorised and regulated by
the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as amended) (FSMA) and the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority (the FCA) in the United Kingdom (the
FCA Rules). This document should not be reproduced, redistributed, or sent directly or indirectly to any other party or published in full or in part for any
purpose whatsoever without a prior written permission from Nikko AME.
This document does not constitute investment advice or a personal recommendation and does not consider in any way the suitability or appropriateness
of the subject matter for the individual circumstances of any recipient. In providing a person with this document, Nikko AME is not treating that person as
a client for the purposes of the FCA Rules other than those relating to financial promotion and that person will not therefore benefit from any protections
that would be available to such clients.
Nikko AME and its associates and/or its or their officers, directors or employees may have or have had positions or material interests, may at any time make
purchases and/or sales as principal or agent, may provide or have provided corporate finance services to issuers or may provide or have provided significant
advice or investment services in any investments referred to in this document or in related investments. Relevant confidential information, if any, known
within any company in the Nikko AM group or Sumitomo Mitsui Trust Bank group and not available to Nikko AME because of regulations or internal
procedure is not reflected in this document. The investments mentioned in this document may not be eligible for sale in some states or countries, and they
may not be suitable for all types of investors.
Oman: The information contained in this document nether constitutes a public offer of securities in the Sultanate of Oman as contemplated by the
Commercial companies law of Oman (Royal decree 4/74) or the Capital Markets Law of Oman (Royal Decree80/98, nor does it constitute an offer to sell, or
the solicitation of any offer to buy non-Omani securities in the Sultanate of Oman as contemplated by Article 139 of the Executive Regulations to the Capital
Market law (issued by Decision No. 1/2009). This document is not intended to lead to the conclusion of any contract of whatsoever nature within the
territory of the Sultanate of Oman.
Qatar (excluding QFC): The Strategies are only being offered to a limited number of investors who are willing and able to conduct an independent
investigation of the risks involved in an investment in such Strategies. The document does not constitute an offer to the public and should not be
reproduced, redistributed, or sent directly or indirectly to any other party or published in full or in part for any purpose whatsoever without a prior written
permission from Nikko Asset Management Europe Ltd (Nikko AME). No transaction will be concluded in your jurisdiction and any inquiries regarding the
Strategies should be made to Nikko AME.
United Arab Emirates (excluding DIFC): This document and the information contained herein, do not constitute, and is not intended to constitute, a
public offer of securities in the United Arab Emirates and accordingly should not be construed as such. The Strategy is only being offered to a limited
number of investors in the UAE who are (a) willing and able to conduct an independent investigation of the risks involved in an investment in such Strategy,
and (b) upon their specific request.
The Strategy has not been approved by or licensed or registered with the UAE Central Bank, the Securities and Commodities Authority or any other relevant
licensing authorities or governmental agencies in the UAE. This document is for the use of the named addressee only and should not be given or shown to
any other person (other than employees, agents or consultants in connection with the addressee's consideration thereof).
No transaction will be concluded in the UAE and any inquiries regarding the Strategy should be made to Nikko Asset Management Europe Ltd.
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